November 16, 2016.

Sub : Procurement of “7-Node High performance Cluster Computing server and storage.”
Ref: Public Tender # PUR/GT/IMP/HPC/24/2016-17 Dt.17.10.2016.

Technical Specifications:
1. Master Node : DVD RW Drive : Internal drive is desirable. External drive is also acceptable.

2. Implementation of HPC (Point no.9):
   In case of open source Cluster manager and Workload Management Software with portal, the bidder will have to give it in writing that they will be providing the all needed support for the installation and maintenance of the complete software for the entire warranty period and if commercial, they will ensure that the necessary support is provided either by the software partner or the software manufacturer for the entire warranty period.

I. Commercial terms:

Currencies: The bidder supplying indigenous goods or already imported goods shall quote only in Indian Rupees. Further, imported goods to be imported and supplied by the bidder are also required to be quoted in Indian Rupees. For imported goods if supplied directly from abroad, prices shall be quoted in any freely convertible currency say US Dollar, Euro, GBP or Yen. As regards price(s) for allied services (including software), if any, required with the goods, the same shall be quoted in Indian Rupees only, if such services are to be performed/undertaken in India. Tenders, where prices are quoted in any other way shall be treated as non-responsive and rejected.

Inco Terms: FOR Door delivery to Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore.
In case of imported goods if supplied directly from abroad the INCO term shall be CIP Bangalore and the Indian associate should also mention clearly the costs in INR for door delivery to Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore from port.

The Vendors who have already submitted Tender bids, need not submit again. However, such vendors can submit a fresh Bid. The latest bid will be considered.

All other terms and conditions as mentioned in the Tender remain unchanged.